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Abstract— This article presents a planning and control
pipeline for legged-wheeled (hybrid) machines. It consists
of a Trajectory Optimization based planner that computes
references for end-effectors and joints. The references are
tracked using a whole-body controller based on a hierarchical
optimization approach. Our controller is capable of performing
terrain adaptive whole-body control. Furthermore, it computes
both torque and position/velocity references, depending on the
actuator capabilities. We perform experiments on a Menzi
Muck M545, a full size 31 Degrees of Freedom (DoF) walking
excavator with five limbs: four wheeled legs and an arm. We
show motions that require full-body coordination executed in
realistic conditions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work that shows the execution of whole-body motions on
a full size walking excavator, using all DoFs for locomotion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robotic platforms are becoming more sophisticated and

required to operate in increasingly challenging environments.

One example are hybrid legged-wheeled1 systems that offer

versatility in a variety of terrain. They combine the agility

of legged systems with the speed of wheeled systems in

flat terrain. However, planning and control algorithms suit-

able for hybrid systems remain somewhat underdeveloped

compared to their purely legged or wheeled counterparts. To

this end, we present a motion planner capable of producing

robust, terrain-aware motion plans, suitable for execution

on real platforms. Planning with entirely accurate terrain

information is not possible, due to the imperfect sensor data

and spatial map discretization. Furthermore, too many details

and exact geometry (e.g., vegetation roughness, mud) can

still render Trajectory Optimization (TO) very hard. Hence,

it is desirable to be able to plan on simplified geometry and

retain robustness at the execution time. We tackle the ro-

bustness problem by designing the terrain-adaptive controller

suitable for machines that are not fully torque-controllable.

Our framework has been validated on a hydraulic walking

excavator [1] in both simulations and experimentally2.

A. Related Work

Motion planning and control for legged systems, and for

hybrid systems in particular, are nowadays typically done

using TO based approaches due to their favorable scaling

with the system dimension. Often, planning algorithms run
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Fig. 1. Top: A walking excavator has five limbs; an arm, and four legs with
a wheel at the end of each leg. They usually operate in muddy and slippery
conditions, which requires motion plans with large stability margin. Bottom:
HEAP balancing on three legs while performing a stepping maneuver. A
video demonstrating all the motions accompanies this submission.

in a receding horizon fashion to maximize robustness, which

is beneficial for deployment on the real hardware. Such an

architecture has been able to produce various motions for

legged robots with point feet (e.g. [2], [3], [4]). Despite

similarities with legged systems, hybrid systems have re-

ceived less attention from the robotic community. So far,

algorithms for hybrid systems have been developed mainly

by the aerospace community. Typically, in extraterrestrial

missions, a robot is required to be statically stable while

traversing over uneven terrain; an example of such a work

can be found in [5], [6] or [7]. However, these systems are

usually teleoperated in purely reactive mode. There is no

planning or whole-body control deployed on the robot.

Recently, several authors have investigated the application

of TO to whole-body planning and control for hybrid robots.

In [8], [9], ANYmal solves an Nonlinear Program (NLP) with

box constraints on the end-effector position over a prediction

horizon of 0.85 s - 2 s. While motions on the real system

look quite impressive, the planning update rates achieved

(about 200Hz) are chiefly thanks to the short prediction
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horizon and linear inequalities (box constraint) that can be

used to enforce end-effector range of motion. In contrast,

the kinematics of a walking excavator (absence of the knee

joint) does not permit such a simplification, and one has

to solve for the joint positions as well (see [10]). This

renders the NLP considerably harder, which then results in a

decreased Real-time (RT) factor. In [11], ANYmal performs

hybrid stepping and driving motions generated by solving a

Quadratic program (QP) with a prediction horizon of 2 s. The

authors introduce a simplified Zero Moment Point (ZMP)

criterion that allows for planning at 50Hz while the torque

computation runs at 400Hz. Similar to [11], Robosimian [12]

shows impressive dynamic driving motions computed for a

2 s planning horizon. However, both robots perform motions

only in simulation and are typically deployed in less harsh

environments compared to HEAP, see Fig. 1.

Momaro [13] and more recently, Centauro [14] both

perform stepping and driving maneuvers over uneven terrain.

Contrary to the approaches outlined above, Momaro and

Centauro do not blindly locomote, but rather maintain a sur-

roundings map that is used to decide when to drive and when

to step. However, neither robot performs whole-body motion

planning, and transitions between driving and motions are

handcrafted. In contrast, our planning and control pipeline

computes and executes whole-body plans, which is a more

scalable approach for robots with many DoFs.

We propose an approach that decouples the problem

into sequential offline motion planning and online tracking

phases. Few previous works have approached the problem

in this way. In [15], a plan involving dynamic motions is

computed for a robot with point feet. The motion is tracked

using a hierarchical Whole Body Controller (WBC) [16].

In [17], whole body plans are computed in a simplified

2D scenario and then extended to 3D with results only

being shown in simulation. Skaterbots [18], use a general

framework that allows for generation of different hybrid

motions. While demonstrated motions are quite challenging

and look smooth, they have only been demonstrated on small

robots in laboratory conditions. In its present form, it remains

an open question of how the planning and control algorithm

would transfer to a large scale robot with a high degree of

modeling and environment uncertainty.

Typically, whole-body control is associated with torque-

controlled robots and there is rich literature covering the

topic [19], [20], [2], [8], [9]. However, many existing ma-

chines do not feature actuators for high accuracy torque

control (e.g. large friction, delays) or do not have all actuators

torque-controllable. Furthermore, models of the system dy-

namics are only available with limited accuracy. In contrast,

we develop a control framework that can handle a mixture

of torque-controlled and position/velocity controlled DoFs.

B. Contribution

We present a planning and control pipeline for legged

wheeled machines. In particular, we focus on large scale

robots with many DoFs such as walking excavators. Our

contributions can be summarized as follows: We extend

the motion planner introduced in our previous work [10]

for execution on the real hardware. Besides, we design a

tracking controller for executing challenging whole-body

motions on a real machine. All of the motions shown are

computed and executed using the same pipeline, i.e., the

same planner and the same controller without any changes.

We use an extended terrain-adaptive whole-body controller

based on Hierarchical Optimization (HO) framework [16].

The controller handles both torque and position/velocity

controllable DoFs in a single structure. Lastly, our framework

has been demonstrated on a full-scale hydraulically-actuated

excavator in a realistic environment. We show that the

proposed approach can execute challenging motions despite

the mud, high actuator friction, and limited model accuracy

available for HEAP. To the best of our knowledge, this is

the first time whole-body motions have been shown on a full

size walking excavator.

II. PLANNING

In our previous work [10], we introduced a collocation

[21] based planner that solves an optimal control problem.

It produces kinematically consistent plans while respecting

the non-holonomic rolling constraint for the wheels. In

this article our planner has been extended with additional

constraints and analytical costs, to make plans executable on

real hardware.

A. Notation

Before introducing any equations, we introduce the nota-

tion used. Legs are denoted with LF (Left Front), RF , LH ,

RH (Right Hind). The inertial frame is denoted with I and

B denotes the floating base of the robot. The left subscript

indicates the frame in which the quantity is expressed, e.g.,

IrIB denotes the position of the base with respect to the

inertial frame expressed in the inertial frame. For rotation,

we use quaternions or rotation matrices, where RIB (qIB)

is a rotation of the base with respect to the inertial frame.

We use v for linear velocities; Ivee is a linear velocity of the

end-effector expressed in the inertial frame. Angular velocity

is denoted with ω, IωIB is the angular velocity of the

base frame as seen from the inertial frame expressed in the

inertial frame. Further examples using the same convention

can be found in [22]. We denote desired quantities with

the right superscript d, e.g., Iv
d
B is a desired base linear

velocity, expressed in the inertial frame. Right subscript

denotes a vector component, e.g. vx is the x component

of vector v. Finally, the generalized coordinate vector q and

the generalized velocity vector u are given with:

q =





IrIB
qIB

qj



 ∈ SE(3)× R
nj ,u =





IvB

BωIB

q̇j



 ∈ R
nu (1)

where nu = 6+nj and nj is the number of joints. qj ∈ R
nj

is the vector of joint coordinates.

B. Extensions

The planner uses a set of constraints, introduced in our

previous work [10]. We describe the newly added planner

components with the equations given below.
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Base motion constraint: Box constraint on the base roll

angle encourages the optimization to primarily use the arm

for balancing and not to tilt the base. Large roll angles θ

of the base shrink the support polygon and could lead to

catastrophic falls. In addition, a limit on the angular velocity

of the base discourages fast motions.

|θ| ≤ θmax, BωIB ≤ ωmax (2)

End-effector motion constraint: We do not allow fast move-

ment of the limbs. Fast movement of the limbs may cause

the controller to request too much actuation, rendering the

tracking problem infeasible (e.g. not enough oil flow from the

hydraulic pump). The second issue that the planner does not

account for inertial forces when limbs are swinging. Hence,

high velocities can lead to poor base tracking performance.

|vEE | ≤ vEE,max (3)

Nominal posture terminal cost: The planner is encouraged

to finish the motion in the nominal posture. This makes the

planning the next maneuver easier since the nominal posture

is stable and joint positions are far away from the bounds.

We denote cost functions or cost terms with J .

Jnominal = (qT − qn)
TS(qT − qn) (4)

where S is the cost matrix and qT and qn are terminal and

nominal joint positions, respectively.

Wheel velocity difference cost: Since HEAP cannot control

each wheel’s velocity individually, we encourage the planner

to find the solutions where all wheels have similar velocities.

In this way, it easier for controller to track the motion and

the amount of slip is reduced.

Jwheel,i,j =

T
∑

t=0

‖v2i − v2j ‖
2
2 (5)

where vi is the linear velocity magnitude of the ith wheel

and (i, j) ∈ {(LF,RF ), (LH,RH)}. The effect of the cost

on the wheel magnitude difference is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Difference in velocity magnitude between LF and RF wheel during
the sideways driving maneuver. The base command was to drive left. It can
be seen that the introduction of the cost reduces speed difference by an
order of magnitude over the trajectory duration. Motions that require less
velocity difference are easier for the controller to track.

Similar to our findings, [23] also reports introducing costs

in the optimization improves the quality of the planned

motion. Unfortunately, improved quality comes with more

computation time (about 2x decrease of the RT factor).

III. CONTROL

The proposed control system is based on HO [16]. HO

controller essentially implements an inverse dynamics al-

gorithm [24]. Such a control scheme allows HEAP to be

Legend

qc - joint trajectory for 
contact legs
eec - trajectory for 
end-effectors in contact
b - base trajectory
cs - contact schedule
eenc - trajectory for 
swing end-effectors
PD - Impedance 
controller
WBC HO - 
Optimization based 
whole body controller
IK HO - Optimization 
based inverse 
kinematics controller

𝛕c - joint torques for 
contact end-effectors
unc - joint velocities for 
swing end-effectors
WBC𝛕c - wbc torques 
for contact limbs
WBC𝛕nc - wbc torques 
for swing limbs    

WBC HO IK HOPD

Measured state

WBC𝛕c

PD𝛕c

𝛕c

Planner, NLP

qc eenc
beec cs

Desired base pose

+

offline

100 Hz

unc

WBC𝛕nc

Fig. 3. Structure of the proposed planning and control system. The planner
(green color) sends the desired references to the controller (red color). The
WBC computes desired torques for both contact and swing end-effectors.
In addition to the WBC, we run an impedance controller for the stance
end-effectors and the IK controller for the swing end-effectors. Impedance
controller torques are added to the WBC torques and sent to the contact
limbs. Velocities computed from IK are sent to the low-level controller.
Note how the WBC torques computed for swing limbs WBC

τnc are not
used. While the planner runs offline, the proposed controller runs at 100Hz.
The limiting factor in achieved frequency is the bandwidth of the CAN bus.

force controlled. Despite operating in purely tracking mode,

force control can be beneficial since the machine can adapt

to unperceived terrain changes (e.g., bumps or puddles not

captured in the planning phase). The schematic of the pro-

posed whole-body controller is shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows

the excavator and all the DoFs.

A. Whole-Body Control

The WBC is the core controller of our framework. In ad-

dition, we extended it with two more controllers (see Fig. 3)

in order to compute references for both dynamically (torque)

controlled joints and kinematically (position/velocity) con-

trolled joints. The control system receives operational space

references from the planner and computes optimal general-

ized accelerations u̇∗ and contact forces λ∗, i.e. the solution

vector x∗ looks like: x∗ = [u̇∗Tλ∗T ]T ∈ R
nu+3nc , where

nc is the number of end-effectors that are in contact.

WBC solves a series of QP problems in a prioritized

order. A solution of a QP with lower priority is computed

in the nullspace of the QP with higher priority. For each

QP, inequality constraints Aix ≤ bi and equality constraints

Cix = di define a task Ti where index i denotes the task

priority. Matrices A and C, together with vectors b and d

are task-dependent and have to be specified by the user. By

adding tasks Ti and assigning their priorities in a meaningful

way, one can shape the behavior of the robot (see [16]).
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Fig. 4. Schematic of HEAP with all joints and their axes. Joint notations
on RF and RH legs are omitted for the sake of clarity. They have the same
DoF’s as the LF and LH leg that are shown. Joints 1, 2, 9, 14 and 15 cannot
be torque controlled. Joint 12 has a very high and nonlinear static friction
which makes the torque control hard. The rest of the joints can be torque
controlled.

B. Tasks

The tasks used in WBC with their respective priorities

are specified in Table I. Before providing the formulation

details, we explain how the priorities for the tracking tasks

are chosen.

The base tracking task is split into sub-tasks with different

priorities to reduce the number of DoFs in the optimization.

Unconstrained optimization variables can have a detrimental

effect on the quality of the motion (bang-bang solutions)

and may produce unnecessary motions. Looking at the

kinematics of the excavator in Fig. 4, it can be seen that roll,

pitch and height of the base can be controlled using Flex-

ion/Extension (FE) joints (joints number 5 and 7 in Fig. 4);

other joints have a minor contribution. This holds even for

the case when one leg is in the air. Hence, the base tracking

task is split into terrain adaptive posture tracking (roll, pitch

and height that are influenced by FE joints) and 2D pose

tracking (x, y and yaw influenced by Abduction/Adduction

(AA) and steer joints). Exploiting the hierarchical task setup

to achieve posture adaptation has been reported in [19]. We

exploit hierarchical task setup to realize the terrain adaptive

behavior. Prioritizing the adaptive posture tracking tasks in

the HO over the 2D pose tracking tasks achieves the desired

goal and the machine adapts to the terrain (see Section IV-A).

In addition, the HO is more constrained which helps finding

steadier motions.

Wheel and base 2D pose (x, y and yaw) are most influ-

enced by the same set of joints. These are steering (numbers

1 and 2 in Fig. 4) and AA joints (numbers 4, 5, 6 and 8).

For this reason, the base and wheel 2D pose tracking tasks

should have the same priority. Otherwise, the DoFs may be

used to satisfy one task perfectly, and then the lower priority

task could be rendered infeasible. It is worth observing that

given the fixed positions of the wheels, the position of the

base is largely determined. There is little space to move the

base without violating the wheel rolling constraint, which

means that accurate wheel tracking implies accurate base

tracking. For this reason, we tune the wheel tracking gains

to be higher than the base for the 2D pose tracking tasks.

TABLE I

WBC TASK SETUP. SMALLER NUMBER INDICATES HIGHER PRIORITY.

Priority Task

1 Floating base equations of motion
1 Joint limits
1 Friction cone
1 Wheel rolling constraint
2 Base orientation (pitch, roll)
2 Base translation (height)
3 Base orientation (yaw)
3 Base translation (lateral, longitudinal)
3 Ground leg orientation (yaw)
3 Ground leg translation (lateral, longitudinal)
4 Swing limb orientation
4 Swing limb translation
5 Joint acceleration minimization
5 Contact force minimization

Floating base equations of motion: We require that com-

puted solution x∗ satisfies rigid body Equations of Motion

(EoM). For details on the EoM see [8], [24] or [25].

Joint limits: This task implements box constraints on

position, velocity and torque joint limits, i.e.

qj,lower ≤
1

2
q̈j∆t2 + q̇j,t∆t+ qj,t ≤ qj,upper (6)

q̇j,lower ≤ q̈j∆t+ q̇j,t ≤ q̇j,upper (7)

τ j,lower ≤ τ ≤ τupper (8)

Since the optimization has accelerations as decision vari-

ables, we need to integrate one time step to enforce the

position and bounds limits. ∆t denotes time step, qj,t are

the joint positions and q̇j,t joint velocities at time step t,

respectively.

Friction Cone: The friction cone is approximated by a

friction pyramid (to have linear constraints). Details about

the implementation of the constraint can be found in [26].

Wheel rolling constraint: Wheel rolling constraint ensures

that there is no lateral movement of the wheel, i.e., the wheel

can only move in the longitudinal direction. The derivation

of the rolling constraint can be found in [8].

Base tracking: We use a standard formulation that be

commonly found for floating base robots, e.g., [26], [16].

The equations are given below:

[JB,r 03×3nc
]x = RWI

(

I
r̈dIB +Kp(Ir

d
IB −I rIB)

+Kd(I ṙ
d
IB −I ṙIB)

)

− J̇B,ru (9)

[JB,q 03×3nc
]x = RWI

(

I
αd

IB +Kp(q
d
BI ⊟ qBI)

+Kd(Iω
d
IB −I ωIB)

)

− J̇B,qu (10)

where JB,r is a translational Jacobian and JB,q si a rota-

tional Jacobian. The desired angular acceleration of the base

is denoted with Iα
d
IB . Operator ⊟ : SO(3) → R

3 is defined

in [27].

Ground leg translation: With steerable wheels, one can

control both lateral and longitudinal translation of the wheel.

We close the control loop over the longitudinal error (dis-

tance to W d along the ex axis in Fig. 5a) and lateral error
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(distance to W d along the ey in the same Figure) resulting

in the equality constraint:

πj

(

[JW,r 03×3nc
]x
)

= πj

(

RWI

(

I
r̈dIW +Kp(Ir

d
IW −I rIW )

+Kd(I ṙ
d
IW −I ṙIW )

)

− J̇W,ru
)

(11)

where JW,r is a translational Jacobian in wheel frame W

(see Figure 5b). The operator πj(·), j ∈ {x, y} is the

projection onto the wheel longitudinal axis ex (red color in

Figure 5a) and lateral axis ey (green color).

Ground leg orientation: Since wheels introduce non-

holonomic constraints, one has to control the yaw angle of

the wheel to track the position. Equalities describing the

ground leg orientation task are given by:

πz

(

[JW,q 03×3nc
]x
)

= πz

(

KpRWI(q
d
WI ⊟ qWI)+

KdRWI(Iω
d
IW −I ωIW ) +Kp,e(q̇

ref
j,w )e− J̇W,qu

)

(12)

e = [0 0 sign(q̇refj,w )δ]T (13)

δ = atan2(WrWWd,x, WrWWd,y) (14)

The matrices KP ,Kp,e, denote proportional gains, and KD,

derivative gains. All the matrices are diagonal and belong

to a set of positive definite matrices S
3. The orientational

Jacobian expressed in the wheel frame W is given with

JW,q . Wheel joint velocity reference (joints number 1 and

2 in Figure 4) is denoted with q̇
ref
j,w . We give more details

about q̇
ref
j,w computation in Section III-E. Besides tracking

the orientation given from the plan, we introduce an ad-

ditional feedback term Kp,ee over the desired position in

the Equation 12. This term drives the wheel directly to the

desired position (origin of W d in Fig. 5a). The sign(·)
function in Equation (13) is used to correctly handle the

reverse driving. Such a control law is similar to the pure

pursuit tracking algorithm [28], with the main difference that

we do not impose moving along a circular arc towards the

goal point. The pure pursuit algorithm computes a circular

arc trajectory since it has been designed for wheeled robots

with front steering when both front and rear wheel pairs have

to point to the same center of rotation. However, because of

the additional degree of freedom in the leg (the AA joints),

HEAP’s wheels do not have to point to the same center of

rotation. The gain Kp,e(q̇
ref
j,w ) is an adaptive gain on the

[qw,min, qw,max] interval. Such a practice is common in the

vehicle control community [29].

Swing limb tracking: For swing limb motino tracking, we

use the same formulation as for the base (see Equatinos (9)

and (10). The base Jacobians JB are replaced with limb end-

effectors Jacobians Ji, i ∈ {W,A}, depending on whether we

control the wheel frame W or the arm end-effector frame A.

Desired and measured coordinates for the base are replaced

with desired and measured coordinates for the limb end-

effector.

Joint acceleration and contact force minimization: The

task minimizes the joint accelerations by setting q̈j = 0. It

also tries to minimize the contact forces to get rid of internal

forces acting on the robot [26].

ex
ey

Wd
𝛿ew

dey
dex

W

(a) Wheel top view (b) Wheel frame

Fig. 5. Left: Top view of a wheel tracking the desired trajectory (shown in
blue color). The desired position and orientation of the wheel center at time
t are denoted with a coordinate system W

d. Coordinate system W denotes
the current position and orientation. Wheel axes are shown in red and green
colors. The yaw error δ from Equation (14) is denoted with δ in the Figure.
Position error along the rolling direction is shown with a full black line
and denoted with symbol ew . Right: The wheel frame W is defined to lie
on the origin of the wheel. The axis ey is defined as the wheels rotation
axis, and the axis ex is defined as the direction perpendicular to ey and the
terrain normal n. The wheel moves in the direction of the axis ex. Note
that the wheel frame W does not rotate with the wheel.

C. Impedance control

For the end-effectors that are in contact, we add torques

computed using the Proportional-Derivative (PD) controller
PDτ c = Kp(q

d
j −qj)+Kd(q̇

d
j − q̇j). q

d
j and q̇d

j are known

from the planner (denoted qc in Fig. 3). The PD action helps

to combat the friction effects and model inaccuracies, which

become prominent at low torques. E.g., if the arm is extended

far in the front, contact forces at the hind legs become

low, and there is less torque in the joints. At low torques,

Coulomb friction can cause unwanted chattering. This issue

is ameliorated by adding some torque computed from the PD

controller. The net effect is that the legs are ”stiffened up”,

i.e., the actuators operate in a higher frequency range where

the friction effects are not as strong. Instead of PD control,

a lead-lag controller could also be used.

D. Inverse Kinematics Control

The IK controller is also based on HO and computes

the desired joint velocities q̇nc. To make the swing limbs

(including the arm) accurately follow a planned motion

trajectory, we use joint velocity control as this can much

better compensate for modeling errors and highly-dominant

friction effects. Furthermore, some joints on our machine are

simply not torque-controllable. One way to make the WBC

and IK work together is to let the IK compute desired joint

velocities and then add them as a constraint in the WBC.

This constraint is merely another task Ti in the WBC whose

priority should be lower than the joint limits task. The task

can be formulated as an equality constraint:

q̈j∆t+ q̇j,t = q̇j,IK (15)

Such a task should only be added for non-contact limbs.

Incorporating the IK into the WBC in this way ensures that

solution x∗ satisfies the EoM (highest priority task in the

WBC). However, Equation 15 can introduce unwanted noise

in the WBC which is why we do not add such a task.
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We merely add the swing limb tracking task in the WBC

controller (see Table I). The torques computed for the swing

limb cannot be sent to the actuators (some are not torque-

controllable, furthermore joint friction is prominent without

any load). However, by enforcing the swing limb tracking

task, the WBC becomes aware of the swing limb motion and

accounts for inertial effects on the base. As a consequence,

the IK controller does not deteriorate the base tracking

because the WBC has already accounted for the swing limb

motion. In this way, the two controllers (WBC and IK)

can work together without conflicts. In addition, the inertial

effects are minimized in the planning phase since the motion

planner does not request any dynamic motions. In Fig. 3,

note how the torques WBCτnc for swing limbs computed

by the WBC are neglected and velocities from IK are used

for control. Validation of our approach is shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Torques in LF and RF flexion joints during the swing phases
while performing stepping experiment. It can be seen the torques for swing
limb joints computed by the WBC do not substantially differ from the actual
torques when tracking the velocities from the IK controller.

E. Wheel Speed Control

The turning speed of the wheels cannot be measured

directly since wheel actuators do not have encoders or any

sensors. Therefore it is not possible to close the control

loop over the wheel joint (see Fig. 4) velocities. To address

this problem, we close the loop over the wheel position.

Furthermore, the wheel joints are not torque controllable

either. Nonetheless, we still let the WBC include them in the

optimization problem as if they were torque controllable. The

same reasoning as for the swing limbs applies (see Section

III-D).

The reference wheel speed q̇
ref
j,w is calculated using Equa-

tion 16. Kff denotes the feed-forward gain multiplying the

desired speed obtained from the planner, and Kp and Ki are

proportional and integral gain, respectively. The reference

current for the valves, is then calculated as irefv = l(q̇refj,w ).
Note that function l is unknown and hard to identify.

q̇
ref
j,w = Kff q̇

d
j,w +Kpew +Ki

∫ t

0

ew(t)dt (16)

Where position error ew (see Fig. 5a) is calculated as the

distance from the measured wheel position along its rolling

direction ex to the plane spanned by the vectors edy and edz
of the desired wheel frame.

ew = Ie
d
x ·

(

Ir
d
IW − IrIW

)

Ie
d
x · Iex

, (17)

where IrIW is the position of the wheel origin in the world

frame and Iex is the rolling direction of the wheel in the

world frame.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We perform experiments on HEAP, a full-size 12-ton

walking excavator. HEAP is equipped with 12 torque-

controllable and 4 position/velocity controllable joints in

the chassis. The arm has 4 torque-controllable joints and

3 position/velocity controllable joints . The wheel joints in

the chassis (numbers 1 and 2 in Figure 4) are not torque

controllable, together with the cabin turn, shovel roll, and

shovel yaw (numbers 9, 14 and 15). The planner is run

offline on a laptop with Intel Xeon E3-1535M v5 2.90GHz

processor. It is implemented using Ipopt NLP solver [30]

which implements the primal-dual barrier method. Ipopt is

interfaced from C++ using Ifopt [31]. Both the planner and

the controller use Rigid Body Dynamics Library (RBDL)

for rigid body algorithms [32]. For state estimation we

rely on a two-state information filter [33] that fuses Real-

Time Kinematic (RTK) Global Navigation Satellite Sys-

tem (GNSS) measurements with Inertial Measurement Unit

(IMU) measurements from chassis and the cabin. The reader

is encouraged to watch the video accompanying this article.

In all of our experiments, we keep a human driver inside the

cabin for safety.

Fig. 7. Left to Right: HEAP driving forward over a small hill. The front
leg adapts its height to the ground height, despite motion planner producing
plans under the flat ground assumption.

A. Reactive controller behavior

Fig. 7 shows the terrain adaptive control behavior induced

by our controller. Fig. 8 shows the tracking performance.

The planner thinks that the ground is flat and comes up with

a plan to move forward. However, there is a small hill in the

way, and the controller adjusts the front leg position to keep

the base upright. This behavior naturally emerges from the

task prioritization given in our controller (see Section III-A).

Without the torque control in the FE joints, such adaptation

would be hard to achieve.

B. Driving motions

We show the ability of our proposed pipeline to generate

driving motions in Fig. 9. The base is commanded to go

forward and left. The optimization discovers the crab steering

mode (frame 2), where all wheels point in the same direction.

Upon reaching the goal pose (frame 3), we command the
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Fig. 8. Adaptive terrain behavior. Note how the base height, roll α and
pitch β are tracked accurately over uneven terrain (see Fig. 7). To achieve
the base tracking, the controller abandons tracking for the LF end-effector
height and the FE joint position. Such a behavior is achieved through task
prioritization.

machine to drive back to the place where it started. The

same crab steering behavior emerges once more (frame 4),

this time when driving backward. The motion is completed

in frame 6. Note that the machine ends up in a configuration

where the base is shifted to the right. This is because

the planner receives only the base pose as a goal; the

optimization discovers the actual configuration. Computing

the plan for driving maneuvers takes about 1 s. Tracking

performance is shown in Fig. 11c.

C. Stepping motions

To illustrate the whole-body capabilities of the controller,

HEAP executes the stepping maneuver shown in Figure 10.

In this experiment, we plan a stepping motion to turn the

whole machine by 30◦ in the yaw direction. Motion is then

tracked using our whole-body controller proposed in Section

III. One can observe that the controller simultaneously co-

ordinates the behavior of the boom, base, and all the legs.

The boom is used as a counterweight and turns to the side

opposite of the swing limb. Furthermore, the controller shifts

the base to keep the Center of Mass (CoM) inside the stable

region. In the end, one can observe a successfully reoriented

base (snapshot 6). Thanks to the cost introduced in section II,

the machine ends the motion in a stable configuration close

to the nominal position. Hence, it is ready for re-planning and

execution of another turn maneuver if necessary. Computing

the plan for stepping motions takes about 10 s-15 s. Tracking

performance in x− y is shown in Fig. 11b and 11a.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We extend the planning approach introduced in our previ-

ous work to make motion plans more robust and executable

on a real platform. We design a terrain-adaptive controller

that is capable of tracking the motion plans produced by our

planner. The controller is based on a whole-body control

framework and tailored for robots where not all joints

may be torque-controllable, or the torque control may be

difficult. Our framework has been experimentally validated

through executing challenging motions on a full size walking

excavator with 31 DoF. We hope to have advanced large

machines towards the mobility level displayed by the best

human operators. In the future, we would like to use the arm

for locomotion through creating contacts with the ground and

not merely balancing. The use of the fifth limb would enable

stepping over obstacles, a maneuver commonly executed by

humans. Furthermore, we would like to investigate what

level of robustness is achievable by controlling as many

joints as possible in position mode. Torque control is highly

beneficial, however expensive since more cylinders have to

be retrofitted with high-performance hydraulic valves.
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(c) Driving

Fig. 11. Left: Tracking in x − y plane for the base and end-effectors while performing turning maneuver shown in Figure 10. The coordinate frame
(full lines) denotes starting pose while frame shown in dashed lines shows the end pose. The desired base pose is shown in cyan color, while the desired
trajectory of each leg is shown in brown color. The desired trajectory for the arm is shown in blue color, while the actual trajectory is shown in the magenta
color. Middle: Tracking performance for the stepping sideways maneuver (shown in video). The machine is commanded to step sideways two times by
0.5m Right: Driving maneuver, shown in Figure 9. HEAP was commanded to drive front and right and then to return to the starting point.
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